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About This Game

The last title released for the tenth anniversary of the "SAMURAI WARRIORS" series, "SAMURAI WARRIORS 4-II", is here
at last!

Naomasa Ii appears as a playable character for the first time, and the various personalities of the age are explored in more depth
in "Story Mode", which is now focused on individual characters.

Series favorite "Survival Mode" returns as well, powered up from its previous iterations.
The most well-received elements of "SAMURAI WARRIORS 4" are carried over, while the action balance, cut-scenes and

character development systems have all been significantly upgraded. Explore the world of "SAMURAI WARRIORS 4" anew,
in this whole new take on the title!

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: SAMURAI WARRIORS 4-II
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1

Processor: Core2 DUO 2.4GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 640*480 pixel over, High Color

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

English,Japanese
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I play a lot of Koei-Tecmo games, so I'm already aware that PC ports are NOT their strong point... so after DW8XL I was
willing to forgive a certain level of awkwardness in the controls...

... But not this. And do please read down far enough to realise it isn't just the controls...

Having to use the keyboard to access the options menu to get to the key bindings for the controller was annoying enough, but
finding that the camera controls were locked (backwards) to the shoulder triggers and that the right analog stick did nothing was
a special kind of stupid. Plus there was one fewer mappable button than commands I needed to map. Oh the insanity...
Oh yeah, and bonus points for having to use X to select and Y to cancel in this game with normal combat lay-out (which, after
the DW8 generation's pressing B to confirm and A to cancel, is just a whole new level of weird)...
But okay.... sure... The Steam Overlay gives me the option to forcefully re-map the controls. I was able to make the right analog
stick control the camera and set other functions to the shoulder triggers (though the camera still moves when they're used)... It
wasn't so bad after that...

...... Except then I learnt that the "plot", such as it is, wasn't anything like as good as it was in Samurai Warriors 2, let alone the
likes of Dynasty Warriors 8 XL... In fact there is no hint of a cohesive, over-arcing plot at all to this game. Just a selection of
weirdly isolated character stories that have to be manually jigsawed together into something that makes sense.
And Free Mode... is just Story Mode with the character restrictions removed. It isn't even conveniently layed out like one would
expect Free Mode in a Koei game to be.
So besides those two... or one and a half... what are we left with?
The Survival Mode tower of repetitive grind. It is like the worst part of that Berserk Musou game all over again.

And that is it. Fragmented Story Mode. Fragmented Story Mode with other characters. 100 Floor Bullsh!t-tower. Custom
characters for nothing. And the music makes really high-pitched screechy noises too, but I kinda expected that.

This is probably one of the weakest Musou titles I've ever played.... a fine samurai warriors game!

miss the empires 2 stuff but has some new mechanics and combat stuff

good good yes yes. Owned this game for a very long time. Had fond memories. Reinstalled today...and my XBOX One
controller has sh*tty f*cking camera controls mapped to L2\/R2 and right analog stick does not work. After reading several
threads and dozens of half-baked player-made "fixes", I stopped caring entirely.

Ugh. F*ck you. Uninstalled.
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